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Semantic Content of Semantic Social Network, which is
large and complex collections of data and that, is known
nowadays as ³Big Data´ must be indexed before ranking
process. Introducing semantic indexing algorithms to
process content of Semantic Social Networks can achieve
this. Improving indexing output and choosing the proper
ranking algorithm will affect the quality of the social graph
and how nodes will be linked in semantic social network.
The existence of various ranking algorithms depending on
how dealing with content which affects the quality of the
output of the ranking. Therefore, the ranking of contents in
social media should be based on some criteria that reflects
related topics or links to the content. This can be achieved
by depending on semantic indexing algorithms that gives the
actual relations depending on the topic of the contents.
For Indexing and Ranking processes. The Concept of MultiAgent system is a great addition to give good, improving,
and self-learning mechanism especially in social networks.
Multi-Agent Systems are computerized system composed of
multiple interacting intelligent agents within an environment
which can be used to solve problems.

Abstract²Social Media has become one of the most popular
platforms to allow users to communicate, and share their
interests without being at the same geographical location. With
the rapid growth of Social Media sites such as Facebook,
LinkedIn, and Twitter, etc. There is vast amount of usergenerated content. Thus, the improvement in the information
quality has become a great Challenge to all social media sites,
which allows users to get the desired Content or be linked to
the best link relation using improved search / link technique.
So introducing semantics to media networks will widen up the
representation of the social media networks. Semantic Social
Networks representation of social links will be extended by the
semantic relationships found in the vocabularies which are
known as (tags) in most of social media networks.
This paper proposes a new model of semantic social media
networks from the perspective of multi-agent systems. The
multi-agent system is composed of two main functionalities:
semantic indexing and tag ranking.
Index Terms²Social Media, Semantic Social Ranking, Big
Data, Multi-Agent Systems, Semantic Indexing, Tag Rank,
LDA.
I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE Social media are emerging field in information
interchange, worldwide used and wanted. It is a
challenging subject to do a research in social media field as
it was and still affecting us in every aspect of our lives. The
improvement in retrieved contents in social media should be
given attention as it reflects the quality and integrity of
social media in general. The new perspective was to
introduce semantics into social network to get Semantic
Social Network in which relations and social graph will be
composed according to the words meanings, especially
keywords that are widely known as Tags in the social media
network.

An agent is a computer system that is capable of
independent action on behalf of its user or owner (figuring
out what needs to be done to satisfy design objectives, rather
than constantly being told).
To improve the output of ranking, improve the performance
of indexing and ranking agents to get autonomous semantic
social network linking and building of social graph.
Improving indexing should be introduced by enhancement
in algorithm to be applied in indexing process. Moreover,
improving ranking must be met by semantic content analysis
that makes the linking similar according to subjects or
keywords on the social media content. In addition,
processing time must be taken in consideration.

In current social media networks, Links between contents
are constructed by many ranking techniques according to the
way to deal with data and importance and priority of data.
Such as posts in Facebook, hashtags in Twitter, Job and
Experiences in LinkedIn,..Etc. and so data must be ranked in
a way that links constructing the social graph will reflect
natural distribution and connection between nodes of the
social media. Rank of each node is given by making
iterative process of weights in network. In Semantic Social
Networks, this weight can be given according to semantic
content of the social media node.

II. RANKING ALGORITHMS

Ranking is a link analysis algorithm and it assigns a
numerical weighting to each element of a hyperlinked set of
documents, such as the World Wide Web, with the purpose
of "measuring" its relative importance within the set. The
top popular algorithms used in social media are:
A. Page Rank (PR):

Commonly in Google, in Page Rank if a page contains
important links towards it then the links of this page towards
the other page are also to be considered as important pages.
And the Page Rank considers the back link in deciding the
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Where ࢛ࢋ is the affinity score (between viewing users and
edge creator). ࢝ࢋ Weight for the edge type (create,
comment, like, tag, etc.) and ࢊࢋ time decay factor.

rank score.
PageRank works by counting the number and quality of
links to a page to determine a rough estimate of how
important the website is. The underlying assumption is that
websites that are more important are likely to receive more
links from other websites. The Page Rank considers the
back link in deciding the rank score. So assume we have two
pages u and v:
ࡼࡾሺ࢛ሻ ൌ 
࢛࢜א

D. Tag Rank

Tag Rank is new suggested technique that is similar to
page rank but it works on tags and links between nodes
according to existence of tag in contents of social media.
This algorithm digs the annotation behavior of the web
users, calculates the heat of the tags. By using time factor of
the new data source tag and the annotations behavior of the
web users. It can response the true quality of tags more
externally and improve the veracity of page ranking. This
algorithm provides a better authentication method for
ranking the web pages. The results of this algorithm are very
accurate and this algorithm index new information resources
in a better way.
In Simple way, as we get the semantic index by indexing
agent, the ranking agent job is to build Tag-Pair Weight
Matrix (TWM) as a rank matrix depending on the indexing
result.
The mathematical model of the TagRank is:
First creating TFM which is (Tag Frequency Matrix) which
is the sum of Tag Matrices TM depending on tag
simultaneous appearance:
not
appear
So
ࢀࡹሺǡሻ ൌ ǣ ݆݃ܽݐ݀݊ܽ݅݃ܽݐdo
simultaneously on certain content.
And ࢀࡹሺǡሻ ൌ ǣ  ݆݃ܽݐ݀݊ܽ݅݃ܽݐappear simultaneously
on certain content.
And so Tag Frequency Matrix is

ࡼࡾሺ࢜ሻ
ሺͳሻ
ࡸሺ࢜ሻ

Where ࢛ is the set of all pages linking to page ࢛. And
ࡸሺ࢜ሻis the number of links from page ࢜.
Considering damping factor the page rank will be:
ࡼࡾሺ࢛ሻ ൌ ሺ െ ࢊሻ  ࢊ 
࢛࢜א

ࡼࡾሺ࢜ሻ
ሺʹሻ
ࡸሺ࢜ሻ

This rank algorithm does not reflect the content of pages but
it concentrate on the number of links related to a page.
B. Weighted Page Rank (WPR):

Weighted page rank algorithm (WPR) is the modification of
the original page rank algorithm. WPR decides the rank
score based on the popularity of the pages by taking into
consideration the importance of both the in-links and outlinks of the pages. This algorithm provides high value of
rank to the more popular pages and does not equally divide
the rank of a page among its out-link pages. Every out-link
page is given a rank value based on its popularity.
Popularity of a page is decided by observing its number of
in and out links. For example for the pages u, p and v the
weight rank is:
ࢃ
ሺ࢜ǡ࢛ሻ

ൌ

ࡵ࢛

σࡾאሺ࢜ሻ ࡵ



ࢀࡲࡹሺǡሻ ൌ  ࢀࡹ ሺǡ ሻ ሺሻ

ሺ͵ሻ

ୀ

Lastly, the Tag-Pair Weight Matrix will be:

Where ࡵ࢛ , ࡵ are numbers of in-links of pages ࢛ and p,
ࡾሺ࢜ሻreference page list of page ࢜
ࢃ࢛࢚
ሺ࢜ǡ࢛ሻ ൌ

ࡻ࢛

σࡾאሺ࢜ሻ ࡻ

ࢀࢃࡹሺǡሻ ൌ ࢀࡿࡹሺǡሻ ൈ  ࢀࡲࡹሺǡሻ ሺሻ

Where ࢀࡿࡹሺǡሻ is an entry of tag-pair similarity matrix.
Based on semantic social network perspective, we find that
Tag Rank is the best option to go on with in our proposed
model.

ሺͶሻ

Where ࡻ࢛ , ࡻ are numbers of out-links of pages ࢛ and p.
C. Edge Rank

Is
the
name
commonly
given
to
the algorithm that Facebook uses to determine what articles
should be displayed in a user's News Feed. Every action
their friends take is a potential newsfeed story. Facebook
calls these actions "Edges." That means whenever a friend
posts a status update, comments on another status update,
tags a photo, joins a fan page, or RSVP's to an event it
generates an "Edge," and a story about that Edge might
show up in the user's personal newsfeed.

III. INDEXING ALGORITHMS

Indexing algorithms -generally in search engines- collects,
parses, and stores data to facilitate fast and accurate
information
retrieval.
Index
design
incorporates
interdisciplinary concepts from linguistics, cognitive
psychology, mathematics, informatics, and computer
science. An alternate name for the process in the context of
search engines designed to find web pages on the Internet is
web indexing.
Popular engines focus on the full-text indexing of online,
natural language documents. Media types such as video,
audio and graphics are searchable.
To get the best result in indexing semantic indexing
algorithms introduced to get actual index of contents of the
content of social media.
Many Algorithms of semantic indexing were developed to
reflect actual overview of semantic content of the
documents, pages and other contents of social media. Such
as:

It would be completely overwhelming if the newsfeed
showed all of the possible stories from your friends.
Therefore, Facebook created an algorithm to predict how
interesting each story will be to each user. Facebook calls
this algorithm "EdgeRank" because it ranks the edges. Then
they filter each user's newsfeed to only show the top-ranked
stories for that particular user. The general equation of this
algorithm is:
ࡱࢊࢍࢋࡾࢇ   ൌ ࢛ࢋ  ࢋࢊ כ ࢋ࢝ כሺͷሻ
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A. TF-IDF (Term Frequency ±Inverse Document Frequency)

The generative process of the LDA model can be described
as follows:

It is a numerical statistic that is intended to reflect how
important a word is to a document in a collection or corpus.
It is often used as a weighting factor in information retrieval
and text mining. The tf-idf value increases proportionally to
the number of times a word appears in the document, but is
often offset by the frequency of the word in the corpus,
which helps to adjust for the fact that some words appear
more frequently in general. The mathematical equation for
this technique is:

1- Choose a multinomial distribution ߮௭ for each topic ݖ
from a Dirichlet distribution with parameter ߚ
2- For each document ݀ choose a multinomial distribution
ߠௗ from a Dirichlet distribution with parameter ܽ
3- For each word token  ݓin document ݀Choose a topic
 א ݖሼͳǡ ǥ ܭሽ from the multinomial distribution ߠௗ
4- Choose word  ݓfrom the multinomial distribution ௭
5- Thus the likelihood of generating corpus is:

࢚ࢌ െ ࢊࢌ࢚ǡࢊ ൌ ࢚ࢌ࢚ǡࢊ ൈ ࢊࢌ࢚ ሺͺሻ

ࡼሺࡰࢉ ǡ ǥ ǡ ࡰࢉࡺȁࢻǡ ࢼሻ

Where ࢚ࢌ െ ࢊࢌ࢚ǡࢊ is the score between query ࢚and
document ࢊ. ࢚ࢌ࢚ǡࢊ is the term frequency and ࢊࢌ௧ is the
Inverse Document Frequency.

ࡺ

ࡺ

ࡺࢊ

ࡷ

ൌ ඵ ෑ ࡼሺ࣐ࢠ ȁࢼሻ ෑ ࡼሺࣂࢊ ȁࢻሻ ሺෑ  ࡼሺࢠ ȁࣂሻࡼሺ࢝ ȁࢠǡ ࣐ሻሻࢊࣂࢊ࣐
ሺͳͲሻ
ࢠୀ

Nowadays, tf-idf is one of the most popular term-weighting
schemes. Variations of the tf±idf weighting scheme are often
used by search engines as a central tool in scoring and
ranking a document's relevance given a user query

ࢊୀ

ୀ ࢠ ୀ

As previous researches compared between semantic
indexing algorithms LDA was the best according to the
quality of output, which can be measured by perplexity, loglikelihood, precision and recall.
In this paper, we will use this algorithm and we will find the
best output of LDA indexing process based on modifying
the parameters affecting the result (ܽǡ ߚܽ݊݀ܭሻ.

B. LSI (Latent Semantic Indexing)

It is another technique in natural language processing to
discover information about the meaning behind words. LSA
analyzes relations between set of documents and terms they
contain and assume that words that are close in meaning will
occur in similar pieces of text. Then LSI constructs matrix
of words (terms) per document, and using singular value
decomposition to reduce and divide the big matrix into small
orthogonal components. To finally represent vectors of
words in documents.

IV. PROPOSED MODEL
A. System Architecture

Our proposed model consists of the following:
-Documents: which are sets of raw data from social
networks to be processed.
-Indexer (Indexing Agent): In this part, three main processes
are carried out; initializing documents, parsing document
and indexing using semantic indexing algorithm.
-Index: it is the output of the document after indexer agent
job completes. It contains the topic probabilities per
document. And the word probability per topic. Topics are
taken to be Tags for the first time. To be processed in
ranking process.
-Ranking Agent: In this part, we get the probabilities of
topics per document. Then process them to be ranked as
tags. Using certain ranking algorithm.
-Social Graph: the output of ranking agent will be used to
build links between social nodes. Figure1. Shows how this
model is composed.

C. PLSI (Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing)

Is a statistical technique for analysis of co-occurrence data.
Compared to standard latent semantic analysis which stems
from linear algebra and downsizes the occurrence tables
(usually via a singular value decomposition), PLSA is based
on a mixture decomposition derived from a latent class
model. Instead of matrices, PLSI uses probability methods
to represent semantic. Instead of using matrices, (PLSA)
uses a probabilistic method. Its graphical model is as
ࡼሺ࢝ȁࢊሻ ൌ ࡼሺࢊሻ  ࡼሺࢉȁࢊሻࡼሺ࢝ȁࢉሻ ሺͻሻ
ࢉ

Whereࢊ is the document index, ࢉ is word¶s topic drawn
from ࡼሺࢉȁࢊሻ, and ࢝ is word drawn from ࡼሺ࢝ȁࢉሻ. And
modeled
as
multinomial
both P(cפפd) and P(wפc) are
distributions.
D. LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation)

is an improvement of PLSI by generalizing it using
Dirichlet Prior as a variable reflects normal distribution of
words in documents.
LDA is a mixture model. It assumes that each document
contains various topics, and words in the document are
generated from those topics. All documents contain a
particular set of topics, but the proportion of each topic in
each document is dierent.
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V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we will do brief test on both algorithms to
show how the system will work.
For LDA we used the Gibbs Sampling and its LDA model.
The dataset is used was psychreview dataset. Which contains
Psychology Review Abstracts and collocation Data.
Using Matlab, we tried to check what values of
We use perplexity and log-likelihood as the criteria to
choose the three effective parameters in the LDA algorithm
which are: ߙ, ߚ, and K.
Perplexity is a measurement of how well a probability
distribution or probability model predicts a sample. It may
be used to compare probability models. A low perplexity
indicates the probability distribution is good at predicting
the sample.
Log-likelihood is the natural logarithm of the likelihood
function, called the log-likelihood. Likelihood function is a
function of the parameters of a statistical model given data.
Likelihood functions play a key role in statistical inference,
especially methods of estimating a parameter from a set
of statistics.
Log-likelihood is more convenient to work with. Because
the logarithm is a monotonically increasing function, the
logarithm of a function achieves its maximum value at the
same points as the function itself, and hence the loglikelihood can be used in place of the likelihood
in maximum likelihood estimation and related techniques.
Best choices of ߙ and K have strong correlation, which
chooses parameters as ߙ = 50/K, ߚ = 0.1. For both datasets,
we have the true label of every document. Therefore, an
intuitive guess of K would be the number of classes. Grid
search for all three parameters requires too much work, so
we first fix K as the number of classes, and apply grid search
of ߙand ߚ. After deciding best ߙ and ߚ for fixed K, we then
search for best K with fixed ߚ and changing ߙ,under the
assumption that ߙ ן1/K

Figure1: System Architecture.

B. Algorithm

In the beginning, data in documents is collected and then
parsed.
After that, Indexing Agent uses LDA algorithm starts to
build the index of semantics, the result index that contains
the topics and the most common word in each topic will be
used to get the tags. Finally, Ranking Agent builds rank
matrix of Tags to give the social graph link network. See the
next Block for Algorithm1. MSSNT, which is abbreviation
of (Multi-agent Semantic Social Network TagRank)
algorithm that show how agents work.
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.

In simulation we select ߙ ൌ ሼ
And ߚ ൌ ሼͲǤͳǡ ͳǡ ʹሽ
And K={2, 3, 4, 5,6}

Ǥଵ Ǥଵ


ǡ



ଵ

ǡǤǤǡ ሻ


First, we fix the values of to find the best value of K. The
results was as shown on Figure-2.



Figure2: Perplexity with changing Topic Classes number (K)
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As shown in Figure2. When K=4 we have the minimum
perplexity, which means when we classify collocation into 4
topic classes we get the best results in indexing.
With fixing K value to 4 and testing ߙ and ߚ we get the
effective parameters where test results shows that ߙ ൌ
ͲǤȀ ܭand ߚ ൌ ͲǤͳ.
The Output of the Indexing process done by the Indexer
Agent is used as input for Ranking Agent.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose new model of social networks
depending on semantics, with using semantic indexing
methods and rank algorithms. In addition, show in test how
this idea will be implemented.
In the Future, more modification on Tag rank algorithm
needed. Also, further improvement of LDA to be observed.
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